WPVulnerability
Sponsorship proposal
Democratizing WordPress security information
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What is WPVulnerability
WPVulnerability, also known as the WordPress Vulnerability Database
API, is a 100% open and free API project, for access by any
WordPress user, with the sole purpose of improving the security of a
site, thanks to this information.

WPVulnerability Data
The WPVulnerability database, dated 2022-09-27 includes, among
others:
-

+4,800 plugins (affected by ≈10,400 vulnerabilities)
+570 themes (affected by ≈925 vulnerabilities)

The API has had:
-

2022
o
o
o
o
o

May: 255,045 requests
June: 406,277 requests
July: 593,249 requests
August: 723,889 requests
September: 678,244 requests (until 27th)

GDPR and Privacy
Unlike other projects, this one has a very clear goal: to reach
everyone, no holds barred.

That is why the system does not track, there are no statistics (only
general volume statistics) and does not collect data from sites using
the API.
In this way, no profiles are created for one or several sites of the
same user, no privacy laws are broken.

Sponsorship proposal
API consumption
If you are going to use the API for your company, project, or API
intensively for your customers, the API is free, but it has a CDN
associated with it, which is the one that serves the requests.
One sponsorship package is to appear as a "consumer" on the
wpvulnerability.com page, with a maximum 256x128 logo, and a link
to the chosen site.
In addition, the information will also appear in the API, in a sponsors
and collaborators section.
Target
-

Infrastructure maintenance
Data updating

Consideration
-

Mention on the site, plugin or project with link to
WPVulnerability. Something like “powered by WPVulnerability”.

Requirements
-

Company or product name (maximum 128 characters)
Link to the company or product site, without tracking
parameters.
Description of the company or product (maximum 128
characters).
Image (format: PNG, JPG, WebP; maximum size: 256px x
128px)

Pricing
-

Variable / Voluntary. From 1,200.00 € / annual (+ taxes)

Taxes for Spanish companies are 21% (VAT). Taxes for intra-community or extra-community
companies are 0%.

Availability
-

No limitation

Who we are
We are ROBOTSTXT, a company led by Javier Casares, responsible of
WPVulnerability and WPSysAdmin.

Info
-

Company: ROBOTSTXT, S.L.
EU VAT ID: ESB10708568
Address: Wagner 28, 1-4, 08923 Santa Coloma, Barcelona
(Spain)
E-mail address: wordpress@wpsysadmin.com
Phone: +34.644261626
Commercial Registry Registration Number: Inscripción 1ª, Hoja
B-580026, Folio 16, Tomo 48322 del Registro Mercantil y de
Bienes Muebles de Barcelona.

